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	Tubular SkylightsShop our great selection of Sun Tunnel Tube Light Solar Lighting Systems!

 

 

 


	Natural Light Tubular Skylight
	Velux Sun Tunnel Residential Sun Tube
	Natural Light Accessories & Parts
	Sun Tunnel Accessories/Parts



Sun Tube, Light Tube, Sun Tunnel, Solar Lighting Tubular Skylight


Solar lighting with tube skylights….it’s all the rave because a 10” diameter tube light  can light up a room with the equivalent of 300 watts with very little heat gain or loss! Known as Tubular Daylighting Devices (TDD) these sun tube skylights are extremely efficient and easy to install even by do it yourself homeowners! The sun tunnel light tube skylight can install in less than two hours, with no mess, no drywall or painting. We carry several brands of tube lights powered by solar; the VELUX Sun Tunnel, the Natural Light Energy Systems tubular skylight and Solar Industries Skyview light tube. Solar power…it’s free! Put an end to dark rooms with solar lighting.






	VELUX Skylights

Velux Skylights - The No Leak Skylight!




	Deck Mount Skylights	FS - Fixed Deck Mount Skylights
	VS - Manual Fresh Air Deck Mount Skylights
	VSE - Electric Fresh Air Deck Mount Skylights
	VSS -  Solar Powered Fresh Air Skylights by VELUX


	Curb Mount Skylights	FCM - Fixed Curb Mount Skylights
	VCM - Manual Venting Curb Mount
	VCE - Electric Venting Curb Mount Skylights
	VCS - Solar Powered Curb Mount Fresh Air Skylights


	Velux Accessiories and Blinds	Flashing Kits
	Manual Controls
	Electric Controls
	Other Accessories


	Velux Commercial Skylights
	Fresh Air Skylights by VELUX
	Velux Sun Tunnels Residential
	Velux Pan Flashed Skylights - QPF
	Velux Roof Windows



Velux Skylight ~ Velux Sun Tunnel ~ Velux Commercial Skylight
VELUX skylights are known the world over for their quality. VELUX is the largest skylight manufacturer in the world, manufacturing the best skylights since 1941 and sold in 40 countries. VELUX skylights are manufactured in eleven countries including the USA. VELUX pioneered the Ten Year NO LEAK warranty, an industry first. So even a homeowner can install a skylight and be covered by the no leak warranty!

Not only does Natural light from skylights create drama; it can actually alter the way we feel about our living space in a positive way. VELUX skylights offer a variety of different skylights and roof windows; both curb and deck mounted skylights, self-flashed or pan-flashed  skylights and commercial skylights. The skylights also come as fixed, manually venting and electrically venting.. VELUX also offers a number of options such as remote controls, wall mounted keypads, extension rods, smart home interfaces and a number of blind and shade options.   Because there are so many skylight and roof window types, sizes and models product selection could be difficult. Here is where our sales staff comes in handy; we are a family owned business and all of us have been on the roof installing skylights for years. We have gone through all the VELUX training programs and we know skylights and we know daylighting.







	Venting SkylightsVery Popular!
	Solar Powered Attic Fans
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Now Save Even More! Shipping is INCLUDED on every product in the store!



                    
                        
                                                        Whoops, our bad...


	The page you requested was not found, and we have a fine guess why.
	
	If you typed the URL directly, please make sure the spelling is correct.
	If you clicked on a link to get here, the link is outdated.






	What can you do?
	Have no fear, help is near! There are many ways you can get back on track with Magento Demo Store.
	
	Go back to the previous page.
	Use the search bar at the top of the page to search for your products.
	Follow these links to get you back on track!
Store Home
My Account
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                        I had a 13" tubular light installed above my stair and hallway area. I am SOOO IMPRESSED! It not only provides light, it looks sharp too! It lights up the whole area transforming the way it looked. It was so dark and dull. I was so sick of the typical hallway lights - just made my house look blah. This has brought life to my hallway! I can't stop looking at that area now. I think I will have to install one of these tubular lights in every room if I can. ;-) WAY WORTH THE MONEY! And the install was quick, easy, and the guy was so nice! A+++++

                    

                    Maureen & Clint
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                        We recently had a skylight and two solar tubes installed at our new home located at 2018 East Northview, Phoenix. We are very pleased with the work. Your installer, Krys, was friendly, knowledgeable and efficient, and did excellent and careful work. Thank you for a job well done! We will not hesitate to recommend your company to our friends.

                    

                    Philip Haggerty
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                        Hi Ken,
Jim and I are very, very pleased with our new skylight. Krys did a beautiful job, perfect fitting, mitering, painting; and he is a very nice gentleman.

                    

                    Diana and Jim Seward
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                        Great product, great price, great customer support!

                    

                    Dennis Gilgallon 
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                        Ordered my skylights on Thursday at 11:00 am, and my order was delivered on Monday. AMAZING HOW QUICK I GOT THEM. Best prices online, free shipping, and quick service sounds too good to be true. On a scale of 1 to 10, I would rate my order a 12. KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!!!!

                    

                    John Brandl

                    Read more
                    Read less
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    Most Frequently Asked Questions

	
		
			 
			?
Do skylights leak?In all the years that I have sold, repaired and installed skylights, I have never come across an intact skylight that leaks. There are generally a few reasons that people have leaks related to a skylight: 
Incorrect or improper installation - The skylight was installed incorrectly and water is leaking in from around the skylight, not through it. 
Broken acrylic skylight - The skylight is old and degraded from sun and weather, has either spontaneously broken or it was hit by something and broke. Problems also arise on acrylic skylights when someone decides to apply sealer or caulk at the junction of the skylight and the frame, usually because they have water coming in. This does not allow the skylight to expand and contract with changes in temperature, as it was designed to do. This will definitely shorten the lifespan of an acrylic skylight and make fracture inevitable! Acrylic skylights definitely have a lifespan; it may take 2 years, it may take 10 but at some point it will break and need replacement. 
Roof failure - There is a problem with the roof, and water will find its way through any openings in the roof. It may not become evident until the drywall starts to stain or sag.




			 
			?
How are skylights shipped?When you order from The Skylight Guy, all products are drop shipped directly from the manufacturer. They are always brand new, in original packaging from the factory. 

 VELUX products are sent from the closest distribution center to you and are generally shipped via a freight company. For this reason there are no tracking numbers per se. Product leaves the factory 1-2 business days after you place your order. If the package is not received in the expected time we can have it tracked through VELUX. 

 Natural Light products ship within 24 hours on business days by FedEx or UPS. By the time we receive tracking information on the products, you will usually have it. If the package is not received in the expected time we can track it.




			 
			?
Why use a tubular skylight / sun tunnel?A sun tunnel tubular skylight efficiently provides pure natural light while effectively minimizing heat gain and heat loss since it is a sealed system. Tubular skylights eliminates dark rooms. There are many benefits of living in rooms illuminated with natural light. Get rid of those dark room blahs for good! Plants thrive in rooms lit with natural light as well. 



			 
			?
Do sun tunnel / tubular skylights leak?Tubular skylights are seamless, therefore, providing that they are installed in accordance with the manufacturer's directions, they will not leak! 



			 
			?
What are the benefits of attic venting?Attic ventilation helps maintain a healthy, energy efficient home. It extends the life of your roofing shingles and underlayment and reduces moisture build up that can cause rot and mold. Attic venting can also reduce the load on your AC in the summer, which can save you money. In colder climates, it prevents damaging ice damming. 
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		Customer Service
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				Skylight Guy Policies
Review our policies in detail
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				Website Terms and Conditions
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		Company Info

		
			
				
				Call Us Toll Free:
800 900 0759

			

			
				
				3101 W Thomas Rd., Suite 116
Phoenix, AZ 85017

			

			
 				
				sales@skylightguys.com
support@skylightguys.com
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